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Abstract
Machine learning models deployed as a service (MLaaS)
are susceptible to model stealing attacks, where an adversary attempts to steal the model within a restricted access
framework. While existing attacks demonstrate near-perfect
clone-model performance using softmax predictions of the
classification network, most of the APIs allow access to only
the top-1 labels. In this work, we show that it is indeed
possible to steal Machine Learning models by accessing
only top-1 predictions (Hard Label setting) as well, without
access to model gradients (Black-Box setting) or even the
training dataset (Data-Free setting) within a low query budget. We propose a novel GAN-based framework1 that trains
the student and generator in tandem to steal the model effectively while overcoming the challenge of the hard label
setting by utilizing gradients of the clone network as a proxy
to the victim’s gradients. We propose to overcome the large
query costs associated with a typical Data-Free setting by
utilizing publicly available (potentially unrelated) datasets
as a weak image prior. We additionally show that even in
the absence of such data, it is possible to achieve state-ofthe-art results within a low query budget using synthetically
crafted samples. We are the first to demonstrate the scalability of Model Stealing in a restricted access setting on a
100 class dataset as well.

1. Introduction
Deep learning based systems have progressed leaps and
bounds over the past few years, enabling their deployment
in critical applications such as self-driving cars, surveillance systems and biomedical applications. Furthermore,
organizations often provide pretrained machine learning
models as a service (MLaaS) where the end user is allowed
to query the model and get access to its predictions via APIs
for use in various applications.
However, exposing the predictions of the models through
queries makes the model susceptible to model stealing at1 Project
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Figure 1. Model Stealing Attack and its vulnerabilities: An
adversary queries the victim Model V with proxy data to obtain its
labels. The labelled training data is used to train a clone Model C
which can be further used by the adversary to stage membership
inference [31], model inversion [10] or adversarial attacks [43].

tacks, which attempt to clone the victim model even in a
black-box setting that restricts access to its gradients. Protecting the privacy of an ML model is of paramount importance as organizations invest significant resources on
cutting edge research and also on gathering and labelling
large amounts of training data [14] for achieving competent
performance on various tasks. In addition, recent works
[29, 32, 35, 42] have shown that an adversary could train
a substitute model via model stealing and use it for crafting adversarial examples [12] in a black-box setting, which
poses a serious threat when the model is deployed in security critical applications. A stolen model could also compromise the privacy of users by leaking confidential data
through a membership inference attack [31] or model inversion [40, 41]. Fig.-1 showcases some of the possible malicious outcomes of Model Stealing. In order to prevent
model stealing attacks, some defenses attempt to perturb
the softmax predictions of the model, while preserving its
top-1 prediction [22]. In this work we consider the problem
of model stealing in a more practical and challenging hard
label setting, where only the top-1 prediction of the model
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is accessible, and is thus effective even in the presence of
such defenses.
In a model stealing attack, an adversary first queries a
black-box victim model V with input data and obtains a
prediction for it as shown in Fig.1. This data along with
victim model predictions is used to train a clone model C.
In a practical scenario, the attacker would not have access
to the training data, and hence we consider the problem of
Data-Free Model Stealing (DFMS) in this work. In such a
data-free scenario, the attacker could use publicly available
related datasets [26, 29], or synthetically generated samples
[34] to query the model. While the use of publically available datasets assumes access to related data, the data-free
generative approach could suffer from a large query budget,
as the synthetic data can be far from the true training data
distribution. In this work, we overcome both challenges by
utilizing the available data that may be unrelated to the original training dataset, as a weak image prior. This enables
the generation of representative samples under a low query
budget, which is a crucial requirement in model stealing attacks, since MLaaS APIs work on a pay-per-query basis.
While existing algorithms for Data-Free Knowledge Distillation [1, 9, 23, 25, 39] and Model Extraction [18, 34]
achieve near perfect clone-model accuracy, there are additional challenges in a Model Stealing framework due to the
lack of access to gradients and a hard-label setting. Therefore, we consider a practical setup of data-free hard-label
model stealing and overcome the challenges by utilizing the
clone model’s gradients as a proxy to the gradients of the
victim model. As the clone model starts training, it acts as
a useful proxy for the victim model, and helps the generator
learn to generate rich informative samples, which boosts the
clone accuracy further. We explicitly enforce the generation
of a class-balanced dataset from the generator that is also
more aligned with the distribution of the training dataset.
Additionally, we also utilize an adversarial loss in a GAN
framework [11], by using publicly available potentially unrelated data, which we refer to as proxy data [1]. While
this could be completely unrelated to the original training
dataset, it still helps in enforcing a weak image prior in the
generated data. This in turn reduces the number of victim
model queries needed to perform Model Stealing. In fact,
we show that it is possible to even use synthetic samples,
such as multiple overlapping shapes with a planar background, to steal a model in a completely data-free setting.
Our method achieves a significant improvement over
ZSDB3KD [37], a zero-shot data-free method in a similar hard label setting using only synthetic samples. In the
upcoming sections, we describe our approach in detail and
show results on various datasets.
Our key contributions are listed below:
• We propose DFMS-HL, a Data-Free Model Stealing
(DFMS) attack in a Hard-Label (HL) setting, to train

a clone model with the help of unrelated proxy data or
manually crafted synthetic data. We show that DFMSHL outperforms the existing baseline ZSDB3KD [37]
and results in a significant reduction of around 500×
in the number of queries to the victim model.
• We demonstrate state-of-the-art results on the CIFAR10 dataset using unrelated proxy samples, such as
a given subset (containing 40 or 10 non-overlapping
classes) from CIFAR-100, or synthetic data.
• We are the first to show noteworthy results of datafree model stealing on a dataset with a larger number
of classes such as CIFAR-100. This demonstrates that
our approach is both effective and scalable.
• We compare our method with the state-of-the-art
model stealing attacks MAZE [17] and DFME [34],
which additionally utilize softmax predictions of the
victim model. Although we consider a more restrictive
setting, we achieve a comparable accuracy using the
DFMS-HL approach, and a significant boost of around
3% using a Soft-Label (SL) variant of the proposed
method (DFMS-SL).

2. Related Work
In this section, we discuss existing Knowledge Distillation and Model Stealing works with varied levels of access
to the victim model as shown in Table-1.

2.1. Knowledge distillation
Knowledge distillation [15] aims to transfer the knowledge of a large pretrained teacher model to a smaller student model without a significant impact on accuracy. This
is primarily used to compress models for deployment, in
order to reduce the memory requirements and inference
time [2, 3, 13, 38]. In practical scenarios, training data is
kept confidential due to privacy concerns. Hence, there has
been a lot of focus on developing data-free approaches for
knowledge-distillation. ZSKD [25], DAFL [7], DFKD [23]
are popular knowledge distillation methods in a data-free
setting. A data-free KD method DeGAN [1] demonstrated
that it is possible to use publicly available unrelated data
(proxy dataset) to distill the knowledge of a teacher model
to a smaller student model. However, all these methods
require access to the teacher model’s gradients. Following this, Black-Box Ripper [4] was proposed to implement
model stealing by querying a black-box teacher model with
unrelated proxy data. A recent work ZSDB3KD [37] proposed knowledge distillation for a black box model with
only hard-label outputs. However, this approach is highly
computationally intensive due to the requirement of a very
large number of queries (4000 million) to the teacher model.
Our work considers the same setup of having access to only
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Table 1. Taxonomy of prior works on Knowledge Distillation
(KD) and model stealing attacks. Our approach DFMS-HL is a
data-free model stealing attack on a black-box victim model with
access to only hard labels.
Approach

White-Box
Soft Label

Black-Box
Soft Label

Black-Box
Hard Label

Data free

ZSKD [25]
DeGAN [1]

MAZE [18]
DFME [34]

ZSDB3KD [37]
DFMS-HL (Ours)

Data

KD with
Data [15]

KnockoffNets [26]
JBDA [29]

-

the top-1 labels, with a significantly lower query budget of
8 million.

2.2. Model Stealing
Tramer et al. [33] demonstrated that an attacker could
use queries to steal a machine learning model with near
perfect fidelity. Following this, model stealing has been implemented in various domains [8, 16, 21, 24, 28]. A partial data approach JBDA [29] assumed access to a small set
of samples from the data distribution. On the other hand,
surrogate data approaches such as KnockOffNets [26] and
Black-Box dissector [36] consider that attackers could use
images from a different data source to steal a model. These
methods fail to perform well without a suitable surrogate
dataset. This motivated the development of data-free approaches which work well without using surrogate data or
seed samples from the training data. Recent data-free approaches such as MAZE [18] and DFME [34] attempt to
extract models using GAN generated synthetic data. In
these approaches, the generator is trained to produce images
that maximize the dissimilarity score between the clone and
victim models. The victim model’s gradients are required
to measure this dissimilarity score, and are estimated using
zeroth-order gradient approximation. These approaches are
computationally expensive as they require a lot of queries
(∼20 million) to the victim model for synthesizing data
samples in a black-box setting. Moreover, these methods
assume that the softmax vector from the teacher model is
accessible. Contrary to this, we consider a practical setting
that allows access to only hard labels from the victim model.

2.3. Defenses against model stealing
Lee et al. [22] propose to defend against model stealing
attacks by perturbing the model predictions while preserving its top-1 label, to maintain similar classification accuracy. On similar lines, Prediction Poisoning [27] perturbs
model predictions by poisoning the output distribution at
the cost of model accuracy. However, such defenses fail in
a scenario where an attacker has access to only hard labels
from the model. A more sophisticated approach EDM [17]
introduces randomness into the predictions by using an en-

semble of diverse models to produce dissimilar outputs for
Out-of-Distribution (OOD) samples, that are likely to be
used for querying the victim model in a model stealing
attack. Similarly, Adaptive Misinformation [19] perturbs
the predictions for OOD inputs only. However, these approaches have been shown to cause utility degradation [27],
or can be made ineffective using an adaptive query synthesis strategy [5]. Further, Chandrasekaran et al. [5,6] provide
theoretical insights to demonstrate that “model extraction is
inevitable”, even in a realistic setting with only hard labels,
and even when models use randomised defenses. Hence, a
model with a reasonably good accuracy would always leak
information that could lead to model extraction. In this
work we demonstrate that it is indeed possible to perform
model stealing in a severely restricted setting as well, and
further achieve competent clone accuracy. This paves way
to the development of better defenses for preserving model
privacy in future.

3. Proposed Approach
For model stealing, the goal of an adversary is to learn
the parameters of the clone model C so as to match the predictions of the victim model V. Towards this end, we propose a data-free model stealing approach DFMS-HL that
requires only hard-label access. In the following sections,
we describe the proposed model stealing attack algorithm.

3.1. Overview
We use a GAN based architecture to train the clone
model. We first train a DCGAN [30] by imposing an image prior using synthetic data or unrelated proxy data, and
use this as an initialization for the generator G. Further,
the clone model and generator are trained alternately. The
data flow of the proposed model stealing attack is shown in
Fig. 2, wherein the generator G generates data x = G(z)
from a random vector z. The victim model takes input x
and generates input-label pairs (x, ŷ(x)). Since, the victim
model is black-box, we do not backpropagate the gradients
through it. We use the input-label pairs to train the clone
model. Further, the generated data x is used to train the generator using the adversarial loss [11] and a diversity loss [1].
The discriminator learns to differentiate between fake and
real proxy data using the adversarial loss. In the subsequent
sections, we describe the loss functions for training the generator and clone model in further detail.

3.2. Clone model Training
The clone model C is trained using the data samples generated from the generator G. In every iteration, we sample an m-dimensional random vector z, whose elements are
sampled from m i.i.d. Standard Normal distributions. This
vector is forward propagated through G to generate images
x. These images are then passed to the victim model to
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Figure 2. Architecture of DFMS-HL: Generator G generates data x with a proxy image prior. The clone model C is trained using the
predictions from the victim model V with a cross-entropy loss objective LCE . The discriminator D learns to discriminate between proxy
data and the samples generated from G. The generator G is trained using the adversarial loss Ladv along with the class-diversity loss
Lclass div . The generator and clone model are trained alternately in every iteration of the algorithm.

obtain its hard-labels. The clone model is trained with the
cross-entropy loss objective using the victim predictions as
ground truth, as shown below:
LC =
E
[LCE (C(x), ŷ(x))] , x = G(z) (1)

or synthetic dataset.
Ladv,real =
Ladv,f ake =

z∼N (0,I)

where ŷ(x) = argmax Vi (x) is the class label correspondi

ing to the maximum probability class, I is an m dimensional identity matrix, and C(x) is the pre-softmax output
from the clone model.

3.3. Generator Training
For imposing an image prior, we initially train a DCGAN
generator using proxy data or synthetic images. However,
we find that this is not sufficient as the generator could potentially suffer from mode collapse and lack of diversity.
Moreover, lack of class diversity can severely impact the
learning of tail classes in a hard-label setting. Hence, it crucial for the generator to generate a class-balanced set of images for learning the information across all classes. Therefore, we use a class-diversity loss formulation [1] to generate diverse samples from the generator G while remaining
close to the manifold of the proxy/synthetic images.
The generator loss has two components. The first component is the adversarial loss [11] which causes the generator to generate data close to the proxy data distribution. The
second component is a class balancing loss [1], to enforce a
diversity constraint. The two loss formulations for the generator are described in more detail below.
Adversarial Loss [11]: The adversarial loss ensures that
the distribution of images is close to the images in the proxy

[logD(x)]

(2)

[log(1 − D(G(z))]

(3)

E

x∼pdata (x)

E

z∼N (0,I)

The discriminator D and generator G play a min-max
game [11] as follows:
min max Ladv,real + Ladv,f ake
G

D

(4)

Class Diversity Loss [1]: The class diversity loss encourages the generation of diverse images across all classes.
In a batch of N samples, we consider the expected confidence value over the batch as αj for every class j, and obtain the entropy over all K classes. The negative entropy,
denoted as Lclass div is computed as shown below:
K
X
Lclass div =
αj log αj
(5)
j=0

αj =

N
1 X
softmax(C(xi ))j
N i=1

(6)

Using Clone Model as a Proxy for Victim: Since, the
victim model is black-box, backpropagation through V is
not permitted. Hence, for imposing diversity we use the
clone model parameters to compute the loss. Over the training process, the clone learns to imitate the gradients of the
victim, making it a suitable proxy for enforcing diversity in
the generated images.
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Algorithm 1 DFMS-HL : Algorithm for Model Stealing
Require: NQ , G, D, nG , nC
// Initialize a Generator G with DCGAN parameters
// Train the clone model C with DCGAN and proxy images using nC queries for initialization.
while nG ̸= 0 do
x = G(z), z ∼ N (0, I)
LG ← Ladv,f ake + λdiv Lclass div
LD ← Ladv,real + Ladv,f ake
θG ← θG − ϵG ∇θG LG
θD ← θD − ϵD ∇θD LD
nG ← nG − 1
end while
// Train clone model C
while nC ̸= 0 do
x = G(z), z ∼ N (0, I)
LC ← LCE (C(x), ŷ(x))
θC ← θC − ϵC ∇θC LC
nC ← nC − 1
end while
// Start alternate training between G and C
while NQ ̸= 0 do
// Train G and D with C as fixed
x = G(z), z ∼ N (0, I)
LG ← Ladv,f ake + λdiv Lclass div
LD ← Ladv,real + Ladv,f ake
θG ← θG − ϵG ∇θG LG
θD ← θD − ϵD ∇θD LD
// Train C with G and D as fixed
x = G(z), z ∼ N (0, I)
LC ← LCE (C(x), ŷ(x))
θC ← θC − ϵC ∇θC LC
end while
The equations given below describe the overall generator
and discriminator losses.
LG = Ladv,f ake + λdiv Lclass div

(7)

LD = Ladv,real + Ladv,f ake

(8)

3.4. Algorithm
The overall training algorithm is outlined in Algorithm1. We first train a DCGAN to initialize the generator model
with an image prior. Following this, we train the clone
model using a mix of images from the DCGAN and the
proxy dataset to obtain a good initialization for the clone
model. Using this clone model, we further fine-tune the
generator for nG epochs using the two proposed losses; adversarial loss and class-diversity loss. We then train a clone
model from scratch for nC epochs using the images from
the diverse generator G. Following this, we start the alternate training process for the generator and clone model. We

train the generator for one iteration by freezing weights of
the clone model and subsequently train the clone model for
one iteration using labels from the victim model. This procedure is repeated until the query budget NQ is exhausted.

3.5. Computing the Query Cost
In this section, we compute the total number of queries
to the victim model. The number of samples in the proxy
data is denoted as NP . Initially, we require nC queries to
obtain a clone model to initialize the generator and an additional nC queries to initialize the Classifier C. For our
experiments, we set nC as 50,000. The alternate training of
the clone and generator continues for E epochs and in each
epoch, the victim model is queried NP times. So the total
query cost is computed as follows,
NQ = E · NP
(9)
Total Queries = 2 · nC + NQ

(10)

We set the query limit NQ to 8 million for our proxy and
synthetic data experiments on CIFAR-10.

3.6. Insights on Query Budget
Chandrasekaran et al. [5] formulated the model extraction task as a query synthesis active learning problem where
an adversary learns a hypothesis function with a query complexity qA (ϵ, δ). The authors observe that it is possible for
an adversary to implement an ϵ-extraction attack with query
complexity qA (ϵ, δ) and confidence 1 − δ (described in Section 2 of the Supplementary). The authors [5] further prove
that model stealing is inevitable and there exists a query
bound within which a model could be stolen. We empirically find the query budget needed for the proposed approach in the Query ablation (Section 5).

4. Experiments
We perform experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm DFMS-HL in a hard-label data-free
setting. We primarily compare our approach to the existing method ZSDB3KD [37], which is a zero-shot hardlabel Knowledge distillation method. We present evaluations of DFMS-HL by using various proxy datasets as well
as with synthetically crafted data. Our attack not only outperforms ZSDB3KD by a large margin, but also achieves
clone-model accuracy comparable to the soft-label methods
by using only hard-labels from the victim model. Additionally, we perform ablations to highlight the number of
queries required to successfully steal a model, and also to
understand the impact of the class-diversity loss. Our analysis reveals that the proposed attack is computationally more
efficient when compared to existing approaches since it requires significantly lesser queries.
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Table 2. Comparison of DFMS-HL with state-of-the-art KD methods (Top) and ZSDB3KD (Bottom) on CIFAR-10: Clone model
accuracy (%) reported using Proxy data as unrelated (40 or 10) CIFAR-100 classes and synthetic data. Victim and clone model architectures
used are Alexnet and AlexNet-half respectively.
Method

Hard Label Black-Box Data-Free Victim Accuracy Synthetic/ Data-Free CIFAR-100 (40C) CIFAR-100 (10C)
Victim Accuracy = 82.5%

×
×
×
×
✓

ZSKD [25]
DeGAN [1]
KnockoffNets [26]
Black-Box Ripper [4]
DFMS-HL (Ours)

×
×
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

82.50
82.50
82.50
82.50
82.52

69.50
65.70

76.30
65.70
76.50
76.02

72.60
46.60
77.90
71.36

59.46
67.03

59.46
74.27

59.46
70.57

Victim Accuracy ∼ 80%

✓
✓

ZSDB3KD [37]
DFMS-HL (Ours)

✓
✓

✓
✓

79.30
80.18

Table 3. Comparison of DFMS-HL with data-free model stealing methods MAZE, DFME (Top) and ZSDB3KD (Bottom) on
CIFAR-10: Clone Accuracy (%) is reported using proxy data from unrelated classes (40 or 10) of CIFAR-100 and synthetic data, with
victim models as ResNet34 and ResNet-18 for the top and bottom sections respectively. ResNet18 architecture is used for the clone model.
Method

Hard Label Black-Box Data-Free Victim Accuracy Synthetic/ Data-Free CIFAR-100 (40C) CIFAR-100 (10C)
Victim Accuracy ∼ 95.5%, Victim Model: ResNet-34

MAZE [17]
DFME [34]
DFMS-HL (Ours)
DFMS-SL (Ours)

×
×
✓
×

✓
✓
✓
✓

ZSDB3KD [37]
DFMS-HL (Ours)

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

95.50
95.50
95.59
95.59

45.60
88.10
84.51
91.24

92.06
93.96

85.53
90.88

90.51

83.37

Victim Accuracy ∼ 93.7%, Victim Model: ResNet-18

✓
✓

93.65
93.83

4.1. Experimental Setup
We evaluate DFMS-HL on two datasets, CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100. For evaluation, we first train a victim model
with the same teacher accuracy as ZSDB3KD [37] for a fair
comparison. The victim models are trained until the accuracy reaches the expected value. We evaluate our approach
using the following two (Victim, Clone) pairs: (ResNet18,
ResNet-18) and (AlexNet, AlexNet-half).
For the clone model training, we use an SGD optimizer
with momentum of 0.9, maximum learning rate of 0.1 and
a weight decay of 5 × 10−4 . We use a cosine annealed
scheduler to decay the learning rate across epochs. For initialization, the clone model is trained for 200 epochs. For
the main approach, the clone model is further trained with
the images generated from the generator within the query
budget or until the accuracy saturates.
For the generator, we use a DCGAN [30] with upto
five transpose convolution layers followed by batchnormalization and ReLU units. We use Tanh activation units
after the last convolution layer to generate images in the normalised range of [−1, 1]. The discriminator contains a stack
of five convolution layers followed by batch normalization
and Leaky ReLU units. The last layer of the discriminator

50.18
85.92

uses Sigmoid activation. The GAN is trained with an Adam
optimizer [20] and a learning rate of 2 × 10−4 with (β1 , β2 )
set to (0.5, 0.999).

4.2. Results
Comparison with Knowledge distillation (KD) methods: We compare the proposed approach with existing
KD methods on CIFAR-10 in Table 2. DeGAN [1] and
ZSKD [25] are data-free KD methods with white-box
teacher access, while KnockoffNets [26] and Black-Box
Ripper [4] are data-free KD methods in a black-box setting.
Similar to the experimental setting of prior works [1, 4], we
use images from 40 unrelated classes of CIFAR-100 as the
proxy dataset for CIFAR-10 model stealing. We also show
results using images from 10 classes randomly sampled
from these 40 unrelated classes. We achieve results comparable to the data-free KD methods despite having more
restrictions on access to the victim model.
We also show results by using synthetically crafted data
for imposing image priors using the discriminator. For this,
we generate a synthetic dataset of 50k samples by including random shapes (triangle, rectangle, ellipse or circles)
of randomly sampled sizes at random locations on a plain
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Table 4. Performance of DFMS-HL on CIFAR-100: Clone Accuracy (%) achieved on CIFAR-100 with different proxy data. Victim and Clone architectures are ResNet18.
Method

Proxy Data Victim Accuracy Clone Accuracy

DeGAN [1]
CIFAR-10
DFMS-HL (Ours) CIFAR-10

78.52
78.52

75.62
72.83

DFMS-HL (Ours) Synthetic

78.52

43.56

Table 5. Clone model accuracy (%) using DFMS-HL with different proxy datasets. ResNet-18 architecture is used for both
victim and clone models.
Victim training Data:
Proxy Data:
ZSDB3KD
DFMS-HL (Ours)

CIFAR-10
SVHN

Fashion MNIST

Data
Tiny
CelebA
Imagenette
Free
imagenet

50.18
84.83 84.51

85.82

92.26

90.06

CIFAR-10
81.98

background of random color (details in Section 1.1 of the
Supplementary). We also generate textured images by increasing the maximum number of shapes to 100 and reducing the maximum region occupied by the shapes in the image. These images are converted to grey-scale as shown in
Fig.3, and further used as proxy data to train the generator.
For comparing our results with ZSDB3KD, we train a victim model with a comparable accuracy of 80.18%. From
Table 2, it can be observed that our approach not only outperforms ZSDB3KD by a large margin, but also achieves
a comparable accuracy with respect to DeGAN and BlackBox Ripper using 40 unrelated classes from CIFAR-100 as
the proxy data. We use a significantly lower query budget of
8M when compared to ZSDB3KD which requires 4000M
queries. We report the clone model accuracy with other
proxy datasets in Table 5. When synthetic data is used, we
report our numbers under the “Data-Free” column across all
tables since we do not use any additional data in this case.
We obtain significant gains when compared to ZSDB3KD
across different proxy datasets.
Comparison with Model Stealing methods. We compare our approach with the state-of-the-art data-free Model
Stealing approaches [18, 34] on CIFAR-10 in Table 3. We
obtain an accuracy of 84.51% by merely using synthetic
samples in a completely data-free hard-label setting. We
use a lower query budget of 8M, as compared to that of
DFME and MAZE that require 20M queries for CIFAR10. We further extend our attack to the soft-label black-box
scenario (denoted as DFMS-SL in Table 3) where the softmax predictions of the victim model are available. In order
to utilize the soft labels in a KD setting, we use the L1 loss
formulation of DFME [34], which computes the L1 distance
between the victim and clone model’s logits. Victim model
logits are estimated by first taking log of the softmax output, followed by a mean correction. We use the same query
budget of 20M and get a boost of almost 3% using synthetic

Figure 3. Samples of grey-scale synthetic images shown on the
left, along with images generated from the DFMS-HL generator
shown on the right.

data and proxy data of 10 CIFAR-100 classes.
Results on CIFAR-100. We perform experiments on
CIFAR-100 (Table 4) with CIFAR-10 [1, 4] and synthetic
data as proxy datasets using a ResNet-18 victim model of
accuracy 78.52%. DeGAN attains an accuracy of 75.62%
in a soft-label setting with access to the teacher gradients.
DFMS-HL reaches a comparably close accuracy of 72.83%
using CIFAR-10 as the proxy and 43.56% using synthetic
data without any access to the victim model’s gradients and
only using hard labels. This shows that gradients from the
clone model effectively act as a proxy to the victim model’s
gradients, for training the generator to generate diverse samples across all classes.

5. Ablation Study
Query Budget: We analyze the impact of query budget
on the accuracy of the clone model. Our approach achieves
a good accuracy within a query budget of 7.6 million using
synthetic data as proxy, with AlexNet as the victim model
and AlexNet-half as the clone model on CIFAR-10. From
Fig. 4 we observe that even with a small query budget of
1.26M, our method performs well and the accuracy saturates within 8M. We report the saturating accuracies in Tables 2 and 3. We use a query budget of 10M for the CIFAR100 experiments (Table 4) and 8M for the CIFAR-10 experiments (Tables 2 and 3). The class-diversity loss has a
huge impact on the clone model accuracy as we observe a
significant boost of 6% using this.
Class Diversity Loss: We perform an ablation study by
varying the coefficient of the diversity loss from 0 to 1000
in Fig. 5. We use synthetic data as proxy with CIFAR-10
as the original training dataset of the Victim model. We run
the ablations for 150 epochs of training, which limits the
queries to 7.6M. We find that the clone model accuracy is
stable across a wide range of loss coefficients. We set λdiv
to 500 for CIFAR-10 and 100 for CIFAR-100.
Alternate training of Clone model and generator: The
generator and clone model are trained once in every iteration. We check the impact of training each model after every t iterations in Fig. 6. We use synthetic dataset as proxy
data and CIFAR-10 as the Victim training dataset, with 85
epochs of training for this ablation. We vary the iteration
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Figure 4. Query Ablation on CIFAR-10 using synthetic images
as proxy data: Plot of clone model accuracy (%) w.r.t. the number
of queries. We achieve a significant boost of 6% by using the classdiversity loss.

Figure 7. Distribution of images across classes: The images generated by DFMS-HL are distributed evenly across all classes.

thetic images as the proxy data and CIFAR-10 as the Victim model training dataset, with AlexNet/ AlexNet-half as
victim/ clone model architectures. The initial distribution
of images generated using DCGAN is skewed, with very
few samples in classes 1, 4 and 6. The distribution of images without the diversity loss is also skewed. Based on the
plots, we note that the class-diversity loss has a huge impact
in making the class distribution uniform.

6. Conclusions

Figure 5. Sensitivity Plot for Class-diversity Loss: Clone model
accuracy is stable across a wide range of loss coefficients λdiv .

Figure 6. Iteration Gap ablation: Clone model accuracy plotted
against iteration gap for training the clone and generator.

gap of training each model from 0 to 4. A gap of 0 indicates that the respective model is trained every iteration.
The results show that increasing the iteration gap impacts
the clone accuracy. We obtain a marginally better accuracy
when the generator is trained in alternate iterations. We report our final results with iteration gap set to 0 for both clone
model and generator.
Generation of Diverse Images: The DFMS-HL generator is initialized with a DCGAN generator at the start of the
training process. As the training progresses, the generator
learns to generate images distributed evenly across different
classes of the victim model as shown in Fig. 7. We use syn-

In this paper, we propose an effective model stealing attack in a practical setting of having access to only hardlabels of a black-box victim model. Extensive experiments
show that our method DFMS-HL performs better than the
state-of-the art model stealing method ZSDB3KD at a 500×
lower query budget. We further show that our attack is effective in a completely data-free setting as well, that uses
synthetically generated images to impose an image prior.
We demonstrate the scalability of the proposed model stealing attack to CIFAR-100 within a low query budget, which
has not been attempted in prior works. Our ablations reveal
that the class-diversity loss plays a major role in achieving
diversity in the generated images, boosting the clone model
accuracy evenly across all classes.
Although our work describes methods of attacking the
privacy of models through model stealing, the goal is indeed to create better awareness and understanding of the
vulnerabilities of Machine Leaning models. This would in
turn promote research towards the development of novel defenses against such attacks, leading to a more robust ecosystem with increased security and privacy.
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